Decision More. Decision Smarter.

JAVELIN LOS
Streamline And Automate
Your Lending Business

Supports any type of financial transaction
and any business line. Easily configured by
business line or transaction type. Decision
3X more per Credit Team member.
Unlimited Risk Tiers.

JAVELIN LOS is a loan origination system developed to
streamline and automate your lending business while
ensuring you pay only for transactions you book. Accelerate
your lending programs with JAVELIN.
In addition to best-in-class crediting, auditing and income
verification for financing applications, JAVELIN LOS supports
self-configurable credit decisioning, tolerance limits and

Highly Configurable
Easily customize JAVELIN to align precisely
with your workflows. Fully integrated with
both proprietary and industry scorecards.
Fully mobile.

risk parameters with full auto decisioning and scorecard
capabilities. You get all the tools you need and seamless
data integration with credit bureaus, financial asset valuation
services and other portals.

About JAVELIN
Your Indispensable Ally In
Today’s Changing Markets

Real Time Compliance
Keep up with the ever-evolving landscape
of regulatory changes with real-time
compliance. JAVELIN ensures better
governance, better risk management and
yes, better compliance!

Trusted by North America’s largest lenders, JAVELIN is an
end to end lending platform designed to be better at
targeting the right deals - with fair pricing so you pay only
for the transactions you book. JAVELIN is flexible too; our
speed to market and highly configurable workflows
ensure you can quickly and easily adapt your business for
changing markets. Designed for seamless data integration,
our Open API infrastructure harmonizes partners, vendors,
dealers, internal staff and management.

Seamless Integration
Javelin’s modular design integrates
seamlessly with your existing systems
through our Open API infrastructure,
harmonizing partners, vendors, dealers,
internal staff and management.

Trusted by the Largest Lenders

Success-Based Pricing
JAVELIN’s fair pricing protects against book-

Partnered with Salesforce, Microsoft & laaS,

to-look erosion because you pay only for the

JAVELIN is an industry leader, trusted by the

transactions you book.

largest lenders in North America.

A Complete Cloud-Based Lending Platform

JAVELIN Direct
Portal

JAVELIN LOS

JAVELIN LMS

Highly Configurable

Seamless Integration

JAVELIN’s makes it easy to customize workflows

Simply unmatched configurability and business

to align with how your team is working today

process automation. All of our solutions can be

- wherever they are. Easily update current

brought together in a seamless platform and can

products or develop new ones to compete in

be opened to external partners and customers.

today’s changing market.

Speed To Market

MS Azure Speed & Security

With diverse experience in top tier implementations,

Blindingly fast system-to-system performance

we’ve perfected rapid deployment that is cus-

from MS Azure coupled with world class

tomized to the needs of your business.

information security for your customer data.
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